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Tom's Guide supports its audience. When you purchase through links to our website, we can earn affiliate commission. Learn more See more With Saifuddin Abdullah Data transmission between digital devices is often performed using serial cables that are used for data transfer between devices that use bit or serial port
communication methods. Most serial cables use the RS-232 (recommended standard-232) standard interface for communications, which mainly indicates that the data should be transmitted in advance in bit order. As a general rule, serial cables are categorized according to their interfaces and standards. This common
serial cable shall be used between DTE and DCE, i.e. data terminals and data communication equipment, respectively. In communication terminology, DTE refers to a session termination/initiation point and DCE means a communication session forwarding point. These cables offer both 9-25 and 25-25 pin connections
for transmission receiving end connectors. DTE-DCE cables are typically used to connect computers and modem cards. In this scenario, the computer acts as A DTE, and the modem card acts as DCE. A null-modem is the perfect standard cable to connect two computers using a zero modem configuration. This is called
a null-modem because it is not associated with a DCE (modem) between DTE-DTE sessions. In addition, this process uses a certain amount of signal to ensure connection stability between two devices that are known as handshaking. The null-modem environment is configured with a serial cable connected to a zero
modem adapter when transmitting and receiving interconnected lines. The most common zero modem cables contain 9-9, 9-25 and 25-25 pin configuration for their connectors. This cable is almost identical to the basic DTE-DCE cable, except that there is no hand-made cant between the computer and the modem. This
cable is also available in 9-25 and 25-25 contact configurations, similar to the basic DTE-DCE. The limitation of the non-damping procedure is that there is no confirmation from the end of DTE. The V.35 crossover interface is used to connect the DTE-DTE and DCE-DCE nodes. It also provides an improved data rate of
up to 64 kbps, providing 34-34 pin configurations at both transmitter and receiver ends. This particular feed is a mixture of standards RS-232 and RS-449. Its descendants in the RS-232 and RS-449 standard areas include V.28 and V.11 respectively. Serial printer cables are used to connect your computer to the printer
using the serial port. This cable is specific to the configuration; i.e. the 9-25 pin cable is used when both the printer and the computer act as A DTE and the 25-25 pin cable is used when the computer and printer act as DTE and DCE respectively. If both devices have DTE, the zero modem cable can run; however, if the
serial printer is connected to a computer, it is being Windows doesn't display your computer's serial number anywhere in its interface, and they aren't popular system information tools. But often you can find your computer's serial number with a simple command, peek bios, or hardware itself. Run the WMIC Open
Command window to get started. In Windows 10 or 8, right-click the Start button and select Command Prompt. In Windows 7, press Windows + R, type cmd into the dialog box, and then press Enter. At the command prompt, type the following command, and then press Enter: wmic BIOS to extract the serial number
Under the text SerialNumber will display the computer serial number. This command uses the Windows Management Instrumentation Command Line (WMIC) tool to extract the system's serial number from its BIOS. If you don't see the serial number of your computer, blame the computer manufacturer. The number will
only appear if the computer manufacturer has saved it to your computer's BIOS or UEFI firmware. Computer manufacturers don't always fill in the number correctly. In this case, instead of the actual serial number, you will see something like 0 or To fill it in with O.E.M. RELATED: How to Check Your Motherboard Model
Number for your Windows PC This is also where you created your PC because the computer itself will not have a serial number. However, you can look up the serial number of your motherboard and other components. Check the BIOS You can also find the serial number in the BIOS or UEFI firmware settings screen.
This method will not get you a serial number if the wmic command does not because the command pulls the serial number from the BIOS. However, checking the BIOS could be useful if you actually can't sign in to windows to run the wmic command. Related: What Does Your PC BIOS Do, and When Do I Use It?
Access the BIOS or UEFI firmware settings screen and view the Serial Number somewhere on the system information screen. It will be in a different place on different computers, but you can usually find it somewhere on the Main or System screen. Find your serial number on your computer's hardware, box, or other type
of device If you don't see a serial number after the wmic command action, or if you can't turn on your computer or don't have access to it— there are several other places where you can find the serial number: If you have a laptop, flip it over. On some laptops, the number will appear on the label. In other countries you will
see a number printed directly on the metal or plastic from which the laptop is made. If your laptop has a removable battery, the serial number is sometimes on the label in the battery compartment under the battery. If you have a desktop computer, look at some sticker on the back, top, or side of the case. The number can
also be on the sticker inside the case so you can have to open it up. If you are unable to serial number on your computer, search online for instructions related to your model. The manufacturer's website should tell you exactly where to look. If you register a computer with a manufacturer or a warranty service, the serial
number must be included in the service registration documentation, warranty service receipt or e-mail confirmation. If you still have the original product box, it usually contains a serial number— often the same barcode label. If you purchased your computer online or in a store, the serial number may be printed on the
physical or e-mail receipt you received. And if you just can't find your serial number at all, don't give up hope. If you have proof of purchase, the manufacturer can still help you with any service you need and may even be able to find out the serial number for you. The best Windows 10 product key finders make it easy to
find all microsoft serial numbers. Product keys are one of the ways software developers protect their products against piracy. Unfortunately, they are easy to lose, which can be a real problem if you need to reinstall Windows or any other software from scratch If you have purchased a desktop computer or laptop with
Windows 10 already installed, you will probably find your product key on the authenticity sticker on the case or included in the document, but not if you have created your computer and installed the operating system yourself. Many other applications also require product keys if you reinstall them, including Microsoft Office,
and if you lost the email you received when you first installed them, you might be experiencing real problems later. Product key finders only work with software that's already installed, so download it and write down all the keys now so you're pre-prepared. Want your business or services to be taken into account in this
buyer's guide? Please write desire.athow@futurenet.com your request for information about the purchase guide URL in the subject line. (Image credit: Belarc) Extensive information about your hardware and softwareBelarc Advisor is primarily a tool for collecting information about your Windows system, including
hardware, security updates, and product keys. Each time you run Belarc Advisor, it automatically checks the database for software definitions that are essential to find keys for new programs. It then scans your system and displays the conclusions on the HTML page in your default web browser. Scroll down to the
Software Licenses section to find serial numbers and product keys for windows, Office, and many other applications. Belarc Advisor offers a wide range of other information, including information about antivirus software, connected hardware, and other devices on the same It also offers a security benchmark result,
although unfortunately it is only available in Windows 7, Windows Vista and XP Pro.Belarc Advisor scans are fast and offer so much more information than just serial numbers, this is our favorite free product key finder. (Image credit: Abelsoft) Displays your Microsoft product keys in a clear, searchable list There are two
versions of Abelssoft MyKeyFinder: free and pay-for. Both will find Windows and Microsoft Office product keys, but the Plus edition (£8.90 - for US$10, AU$15) will also scan external hard drives and find Wi-Fi passwords. After MyKeyFinder has scanned the computer's registry scan, the results are displayed in a clear list
that is ready to be copied to the Clipboard with a single click. Unlike many product key search engines, MyKeyFinder will not be thrown into duplicate keys, and the results can be searched and filtered. MyKeyFinder can also add programs and keys that are not recognized by MyKeyFinder as a standard, and then export
the full list as a PDF file so that they are all in the same convenient place. (Image credit: Klinzmann) Find the keys for Windows and many other softwareLicenseCrawler will find the license key pretty much any application that has one and it is free for home use. Its scanning of the Windows registry takes a long time to
complete – even if you choose a high-speed option – but you can limit its scope using blacklist and whitelist filters. LicenseCrawler is distributed as a portable program, which means you don't have to install it on the Windows system you're scanning - just download the zip file, extract its contents, and run
LicenseCrawler.exe. This is especially convenient if you have multiple computers; just download it to the USB stick and you can just plug it in and run it on any of them. The only downside of LicenseCrawler is the occasional pop-up ad, but finding product keys isn't a task you take every day so they're just minor
inconveniences. (Image credit: RJL software) A quick way to find your Windows product key, but nothing elseWindows Product Key Viewer is super fast, taking barely a second to scan your system and submit results. This is because, as the name suggests, it only supplies the product key to your operating system. It
doesn't always put you off though. Although it doesn't find serial numbers for other applications, it provides additional information about your operating system, including the registered user, installation date, and last boot time, and is compatible with operating system versions from Windows 10 all the way back to Windows
95. Take care of downloading software - the site includes some ads that look like download button software but are not actually related. Just click the Download Windows Product Key Viewer link. (Image credit: Network Software) Super easy way to find your Windows 10 product keyFree PC Audit is another portable and
don't even come as a zip archive – just download the exe file and run it to start scanning. Like Belarc Advisor, Free PC provides a wealth of information about your entire system – not just its software – although its interface is not as intuitive. It is compatible with all versions of Windows, from NT to Windows 10, but does
not find keys for Microsoft Office or any other software. It also provides lists of all installed software and runs system processes, although this information is easily accessible through Windows itself.  Itself. 
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